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Tom Sawyer, a mischievous young boy, lives in the fictional town of St.
Petersburg, Missouri with his Aunt Polly and half-brother Sid. Together with his
friend Huckleberry Finn, the son of a drunk, ruthless father, he accidentally
witnesses a murder. What unfolds in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) is a
series of exhilarating events: both friends identify Injun Joe, the real murderer, in
court; testify to the innocence of the person wrongly accused and find buried
treasure in a haunted house. In The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1884),
Huck escapes from the clutches of his father and encounters Jim, a runaway
slave. They embark on an exciting journey along the Mississippi River, meeting
different people and participating in their unusual lives. With time, Huck finds
himself in a moral dilemma over societal values and his own friendship with Jim.
With The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, Mark Twain presents
a sharp social commentary on 19th-century American life through scathing satire,
folksy humour, colloquial speech and coarse language.
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De klassieke schelmenroman ‘De avonturen van Huckleberry Finn’ wordt gezien
als het meesterwerk van de Amerikaanse auteur Mark Twain (pseudoniem van
Samuel Langhorne Clemens, 1835-1910). Twain snijdt diepere thema’s als
slavernij, racisme en de voortdurende strijd tussen maatschappelijke corruptie en
intrinsieke goedheid aan. De jonge Huckleberry ontvlucht zijn gewelddadige
vader en trekt op met de voortvluchtige slaaf Jim, met wie hij een voor die tijd
onwaarschijnlijke, maar diepe vriendschap sluit. Samen varen ze op een vlot de
rivier de Mississippi af. Onderweg naar de staat Kentucky, waar Jim niet vervolgd
zal worden, raken ze in allerlei hachelijke situaties verzeild.
Aan de oevers van de rivier de Mississippi zoeken Tom Sawyer en zijn vrienden
elke keer weer avontuur. Dan een noodlottige nacht op het kerkhof waar ze
getuige zijn van een moord. De jongens leggen een bloedvloeiing af om nooit het
geheim te onthullen en ze vluchten weg om piraten te zijn op zoek naar
verborgen schatten. Maar wanneer Tom vast komt te zitten in een grot, kan hij
dan ongedeerd ontsnappen?
Pegasus Abridged Classics is a series of classic stories written by acclaimed
authors and which have stood the test of time. The stories have been retold in a
lucid style and the language has been modernised for better understanding.
Specially designed for schools, these books are graded according to age. The
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stories have been carefully selected keeping the age group in mind. Pre-reading
and post-reading activities add value to the books.
In Mark TwainÍs classic tale of friendship and adventure, Tom Sawyer is the
trouble-making leader of the boys in a small town in Missouri. Tom uses his wit to
talk his friends into all kinds of adventures, including witnessing a murder,
pretending to be pirates, and finding treasure! Even school is an adventure with
Tom in the Calico Illustrated Classics adaptation of TwainÍs The Adventures of
Tom Sawyer. Calico Chapter Books is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of
ABDO Group. Grades 3-8.
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer charts the escapades of a thirteen-year-old boy
growing up on the banks of the Mississippi. Testing the patience of his aunt Polly,
the bold and sharp-witted Tom Sawyer frequently skips school in search of
excitement, and the scrapes he gets into with his friend Huckleberry Finn range
from innocent japes to more serious events such as the witnessing of a murder.
One of the most popular and influential American novels, Mark Twain's
masterpiece is at the same time a highly entertaining romp which celebrates
youth and freedom and a more profound investigation of his times, touching on
themes such as race, revenge, and slavery. This volume includes Tom Sawyer,
Detective, a sequel and pastiche of the detective genre, first published in 1896.
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Tom Sawyer lived with his Aunt Polly and his half-brother, Sid. Tom dirties his
clothes in a fight and is made to whitewash the fence the next day, as
punishment. He cleverly persuades his friends to trade him small treasures for
the privilege of doing his work. In Sunday school, Tom does not manage to get a
Bible because Mr. Walters knew he was trading tickets. Tom falls in love with
Becky Thatcher, a new girl in town, and persuades her to get "engaged" by
kissing him. But their romance collapses when she learns Tom has been
"engaged" previously, to a girl named Amy Lawrence. Shortly after being
shunned by Becky, Tom accompanies Huckleberry Finn to the graveyard at
night, where they witnessed the murder of Dr. Robinson. Tom, Huck, and Joe
Harper run away to an island. While enjoying their newfound freedom, the boys
become aware that the community is sounding the river for their bodies. Tom
sneaks back home one night to observe the commotion. After a brief moment of
remorse at his loved ones' suffering, Tom is struck by the idea of appearing at his
funeral. Back in school, Tom gets himself back in Becky's favour after he nobly
accepts the blame for a book she has ripped. Soon, Muff Potter's trial begins, in
which Tom testifies against 'Injun Joe'. Potter is acquitted, but 'Injun Joe' flees the
courtroom through a window. Tom then begins to fear for his life as 'Injun Joe' is
at large and can easily find him. Summer arrives, and Tom and Huck go hunting
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for buried treasure in a haunted house. After venturing upstairs they hear a noise
below. Peering through holes in the floor, they see 'Injun Joe' disguised as a deafmute Spaniard; 'Injun Joe' and his companion plan to bury some stolen treasure
of their own. From their hiding spot, Tom and Huck wriggle with delight at the
prospect of digging it up. Huck begins to shadow 'Injun Joe' nightly, watching for
an opportunity to nab the gold. Meanwhile, Tom goes on a picnic to McDougal's
Cave with Becky and their classmates. That same night, Huck sees 'Injun Joe'
and his partner making off with a box. He follows and overhears their plans to
attack the Widow Douglas. By running to fetch help, Huck stops the violence and
becomes an anonymous hero. A week later, Tom takes Huck to the cave and
they find the box of gold, the proceeds of which are invested for them. The
Widow Douglas adopts Huck, and, when Huck attempts to escape civilised life,
Tom tricks him into thinking if Huck returns to the widow, he can join Tom's
robber band. Reluctantly, Huck agrees and goes back to the Widow Douglas.
The classic story of a mischievous nineteenth-century boy in a Mississippi River
town and his friends, Huck Finn and Becky Thatcher, as they run away from
home, witness a murder, and find treasure in a cave.
The Adventures of Tom SawyerTom Sawyer is a mischievous young boy with an
undying hunger for adventure, and a knack for getting into trouble. He lives with
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his Aunt Polly in the Mississippi River town of St Petersburg, Missouri. He plays
hooky from school; hangs around with Huck Finn, the unsophisticated son of the
village drunkard; and deceives his friends into trading their treasures with him.
Tom falls in love with Becky Thatcher, a new arrival in town, who returns his
affection initially, and even agrees to an 'engagement'. However, after a slip of
the tongue from Tom, she walks off in a huff. From innocent and imaginary
adventures, Tom's life suddenly takes a new turn. One night, while Tom and
Huck Finn are in a graveyard, they witness an incident they should not have.
Terrified, they flee from the spot, and swear a blood oath that they will never
reveal their secret to anyone. Tom and Huck then find themselves entangled in a
series of real and exciting adventures, with dangerous men constantly at their
heels. Can the boys stand up to the occasion, and become real-life heroes? Will
they ever be able to reclaim their normal, carefree lives again?
Chronicles the adventures of a young boy growing up in a 19th-century
Mississippi River town.
A great American novelist, illustrated by a great American artist--now available in
a collectible two-volume set
Book One: The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain is an 1876 novel
about a young boy growing up along the Mississippi River. It is set in the fictional
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town of St. Petersburg, inspired by Hannibal, Missouri, where Twain lived. Tom
Sawyer lives with his Aunt Polly and his half-brother Sid. He skips school to swim
and is made to whitewash the fence the next day as punishment. He cleverly
persuades his friends to trade him small treasures for the privilege of doing his
work. He then trades the treasures for Sunday School tickets which one normally
receives for memorizing verses consistently, redeeming them for a Bible, much to
the surprise and bewilderment of the superintendent who thought "it was simply
preposterous that this boy had warehoused two thousand sheaves of Scriptural
wisdom on his premises-a dozen would strain his capacity, without a doubt."
Book Two: Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (or, in more recent editions, The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn) is a novel by Mark Twain, first published in the
United Kingdom in December 1884 and in the United States in February 1885.
Commonly named among the Great American Novels, the work is among the first
in major American literature to be written throughout in vernacular English,
characterized by local color regionalism. It is told in the first person by
Huckleberry "Huck" Finn, a friend of Tom Sawyer and narrator of two other Twain
novels (Tom Sawyer Abroad and Tom Sawyer, Detective). It is a direct sequel to
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer. Tom Sawyer Abroad is a novel by Mark Twain
published in 1894. It features Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn in a parody of
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adventure stories like those of Jules Verne. In the story, Tom, Huck, and Jim set
sail to Africa in a futuristic hot air balloon, where they survive encounters with
lions, robbers, and fleas to see some of the world's greatest wonders, including
the Pyramids and the Sphinx. Like Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and Tom
Sawyer, Detective, the story is told using the first-person narrative voice of Huck
Finn. It is a sequel, set in the time following the title story of the Tom Sawyer
series. Book Four: Tom Sawyer, Detective Is an 1896 novel by Mark Twain. It is
a sequel to The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn (1884), and a prequel to Tom Sawyer Abroad (1894). Tom
Sawyer attempts to solve a mysterious murder in this burlesque of the immensely
popular detective novels of the time. Like Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, the
story is told using the first-person narrative voice of Huck Finn.
Tom Sawyer and his friends Huck Finn and Joe Harper as they grow up along
the banks of the Mississippi.river. They run away to be pirates and come back in
time for their own funerals, they witness a murder and they find treasure.
Mark Twain's classic story of a mischievous boy who, despite good and
sometimes not so good intentions, finds himself in trouble at every turn. He lives
with his Aunt Polly and her son, Sid, who is a source of much of Tom's woes.
This light-hearted, yet intriguing story tells of Tom's many misadventures, his
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troubles with girls, and his encounter with murders and thieves. Includes 94
vintage illustrations from the original 1884 edition.
This wide-margin edition of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer is perfect for taking
notes while studying or thinking about the text. Features: Complete validated text
Wide margins for note takers Numbered paragraphs 10-point type size "The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain is an 1876 novel about a young boy
growing up along the Mississippi River. It is set in the 1840s in the fictional town
of St. Petersburg, inspired by Hannibal, Missouri, where Twain lived as a boy. In
the novel Tom has several adventures, often with his friend, Huck. One such
adventure, Tom's whitewashing of a fence, has been adapted into paintings and
referenced in other pieces of popular culture. Originally a commercial failure the
book ended up being the best selling of any of Twain's works during his lifetime."
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
This book brings together the four Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn novels:
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Tom Sawyer
Abroad and Tom Sawyer, Detective. The novels are unabridged and the first two
are fully illustrated with the original drawings. These are classic stories written by
Mark Twain between 1876 and 1896. "The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn" has
been described as the first Great American Novel, Hemingway wrote: "All modern
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American literature comes from one book by Mark Twain called Huckleberry
Finn." It should be noted that Twain repeatedly uses the word "nigger" which was
in common use when the novels were written.
Chronicles the boyhood escapades and adventures of Tom Sawyer and his
friend, Huckleberry Finn, as they grow up in a small town along the Mississippi
River.
Tom Sawyer. Huckleberry Finn. Becky Thatcher. Three sets of unforgettable,
illustrated adventures are available in one collectible boxed set! This collectors’
quality boxed set features brand-new hardcover editions of The Adventures of
Tom Sawyer and The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn as well a new addition to
Mark Twain’s beloved folklore: The Actual & Truthful Adventures of Becky
Thatcher by Jessica Lawson.
"You feel mighty free and easy comfortable on a raft." Here they all are, the
denizens of Mark Twain's fictional town St. Petersburg - Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn,
Aunt Polly, Becky Thatcher, Jim and Injun Joe - in one collection bringing
together all four Tom and Huck adventures: The Adventures of Tom Sawyer The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn Tom Sawyer Abroad Tom Sawyer Detective The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer remains a coming of age classic that needs no
introduction and its first sequel Huckleberry Finn has been called the greatest of
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great American novels. Tom Sawyer Abroad and Tom Sawyer Detective are
minor gems and recommended to fans of the franchise and Twain devotees.
There's something here for everyone, from the young to the old, the lowbrow to
the high. "All modern American literature comes from one book by Mark Twain
called 'Huckleberry Finn.' There was nothing before. There has been nothing as
good since." - Ernest Hemingway.
The Adventures of Tom SawyerPlaymore Publishers
Mark Twain once said "The rumors of my death were greatly
exaggerat—BRAINS!!!!!" Pulled from the grip of Mark Twain's rotting zombie
hands, is Tom Sawyer like you've never seen him before, in a swashbuckling,
treasure-seeking adventure, spiked with blood, gore, and zombie madness. In
this expanded and illustrated edition of Mark Twain's beloved tale of boyhood
adventures, Tom's usual mishaps are filled with the macabre and take place in a
world overrun by a zombie virus that turns people into something folks call "Zum."
The United States is infected with a plague of rotting, yet spry, Zum, searching
for fresh meat. In this world, there's no need to whitewash Aunt Polly's fence.
Instead, Tom cons his friends into sharpening fence posts to lethal points to repel
a Zum attack. To escape the boredom of civilized life, Tom and his pal
Huckleberry Finn don't have to fake their deaths, just pretend to be Zum. And
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instead of playing cowboys and Indians, Tom hones his fighting skills in a
bloodthirsty game of "Us and Zum." He always wins . . . until he bumps into the
real thing. When vicious, self-aware zombies evolve and threaten the town . . .
what will Tom and Huck do to protect their loved ones, and will they live to tell the
tale? With all the comedy, romance, and adventure that readers expect from
Mark Twain, Tom Sawyer now becomes a new breed of hero for a whole new
world—a grade-A zombie hunter. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The adventures of a mischievous young boy and his friends growing up in a
Mississippi River town in the nineteenth century.
The Orient Blackswan Easy Readers introduce the child to the enchanting world
of reading, which encourage him/her to read with little or no external help. These
well-illustrated books are carefully graded into six levels. The series begins at
Level 1 and is meant for beginners in the age group of 5 7 years. The other levels
are: Level 2: 6 8 years, Level 3: 7 9 years, Level 4: 9 10 years, Level 5: 10 12
years, Level 6: 11 14 years and Level 7: 12 15 years. This careful grading, based
on age-appropriate vocabulary and structure enables the reader to progress
through the successive levels. The current titles mainly include the classics and
also have those that suit modern tastes and interests.
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Tom Sawyer is a mischievous young boy with an undying hunger for adventure,
and a knack for getting into trouble. He lives with his Aunt Polly in the Mississippi
River town of St Petersburg, Missouri. He plays hooky from school; hangs around
with Huck Finn, the unsophisticated son of the village drunkard; and deceives his
friends into trading their treasures with him. Tom falls in love with Becky
Thatcher, a new arrival in town, who returns his affection initially, and even
agrees to an 'engagement'. However, after a slip of the tongue from Tom, she
walks off in a huff. From innocent and imaginary adventures, Tom's life suddenly
takes a new turn. One night, while Tom and Huck Finn are in a graveyard, they
witness an incident they should not have. Terrified, they flee from the spot, and
swear a blood oath that they will never reveal their secret to anyone. Tom and
Huck then find themselves entangled in a series of real and exciting adventures,
with dangerous men constantly at their heels. Can the boys stand up to the
occasion, and become real-life heroes? Will they ever be able to reclaim their
normal, carefree lives again?
In a realm on the brink of war, will an unsuspected heir to the kingdom of Coronnan and
to magic long-banished from the land offer the only hope for survival? Glenndon--son of
witchwoman Brevelan and Jaylor, Senior Magician and Chancellor of the University of
Magicians--has never spoken aloud. He has no need because his telepathic talent is
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strong and everyone associated with the University can "hear" him. He can throw
master-level spells, but because he will not speak, Jaylor has refused to promote him
from apprentice to journeyman magician. Still, everyone knows it is only a matter of
time until Glenndon will take his rightful place at the University. Then an urgent missive
arrives from King Darville. The Council of Provinces is near rebellion over the king's
lack of a male heir. Rather than see his fourteen-year-old daughter, Rosselinda,
married off just to procure an heir, he orders his illegitimate son Glenndon to Coronnan
City to become his successor. And suddenly Glenndon's world is in chaos. The man
he's always known as his father is not. Instead he is the son of the king. But in this city
where court politics can prove deadly and where magic is forbidden, the young man
must hide his talents even as he struggles to find his voice and his destiny. And one slip
could see Glenndon, Darville, Rosselinda, and even Jaylor doomed, for the lords and
the people fear magic more than potential invasion, legendary monsters, and civil war.
This series presents some of the best stories, retold in graphic novel format. Wellknown villains and heroes take on new shape while staying true to their original
authors.
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain is one novel about a young boy growing
up along the Mississippi River. It is set in the fictional town of St. Petersburg, inspired
by Hannibal, Missouri, where Twain lived.Tom Sawyer lives with his Aunt Polly and his
half-brother Sid. He skips school to swim and is made to whitewash the fence the next
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day as punishment. He cleverly persuades his friends to trade him small treasures for
the privilege of doing his work. He then trades the treasures for Sunday School tickets
which one normally receives for memorizing verses consistently, redeeming them for a
Bible, much to the surprise and bewilderment of the superintendent who thought "it was
simply preposterous that this boy had warehoused two thousand sheaves of Scriptural
wisdom on his premises-a dozen would strain his capacity, without a doubt."The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is a novel first published in the United Kingdom in
December 1884 and in the United States in February 1885. Commonly named among
the Great American Novels, the work is among the first in major American literature to
be written throughout in vernacular English, characterized by local color regionalism. It
is told in the first person by Huckleberry "Huck" Finn, a friend of Tom Sawyer and
narrator of two other Twain novels (Tom Sawyer Abroad and Tom Sawyer, Detective).
It is a direct sequel to The Adventures of Tom Sawyer.The book is noted for its colorful
description of people and places along the Mississippi River. Set in a Southern
antebellum society that had ceased to exist about 20 years before the work was
published, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is an often scathing satire on entrenched
attitudes, particularly racism.Perennially popular with readers, Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn has also been the continued object of study by literary critics since its
publication. It was criticized upon release because of its coarse language and became
even more controversial in the 20th century because of its perceived use of racial
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stereotypes and because of its frequent use of the racial slur "nigger", despite strong
arguments that the protagonist and the tenor of the book are anti-racist.Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn explores notions of race and identity. An obvious complexity exists
concerning Jim's character. While some scholars point out that Jim is good-hearted,
moral, and not unintelligent (in pointed contrast to several of the white characters),
others have criticized the novel as racist, citing the use of the word "nigger" and
emphasizing the stereotypically "comic" treatment of Jim's superstition and ignorance.
Miffed about being made to whitewash the fence on a Sunday morning, Tom Sawyer
tricks one of his friends to do the work for him, as he sits on the pavement, happily
munching on an apple. Thus begins the series of Tom’s adventures and
misadventures. Orphaned and staying with his Aunt Polly, the mischievous Tom
manages to create quite a storm in the small village. He runs away to an uninhabited
island, falls in love, digs up treasure and saves an innocent man. Mark Twain’s
timeless story of Tom Sawyer will take you through a journey of evolving friendships,
budding romance and thrilling adventures.
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain is an 1876 novel about a young boy
growing up along the Mississippi River. It is set in the 1840s in the fictional town of St.
Petersburg, inspired by Hannibal, Missouri, where Twain lived as a boy. In the novel
Tom has several adventures, often with his friend, Huck. One such adventure, Tom's
whitewashing of a fence, has been adapted into paintings and referenced in other
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pieces of popular culture. Originally a commercial failure the book ended up being the
best selling of any of Twain's works during his lifetime
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